CONSUMER INSIGHTS STUDY

3 Perception Challenges Facing
Clean Beauty Brands and
How to Overcome Them
(plus which brands are
getting it right)
As consumers become more conscientious about personal health and
overall environmental impact - “better for me, better for we” - the clean
beauty market is set to dominate the beauty and skincare industry,
reaching an estimated $22 billion by 2024.
Redefining standards across the globe will invite numerous challenger brands and bigname players to join the space. The time to act is now to face the challenges and secure
your place in a burgeoning market.
We surveyed more than 1,200 beauty product consumers from our online community of
1.2MM consumers and found that 63% have incorporated some clean/natural beauty
products into their daily routine and 1 in 3 beauty product consumers started using
clean beauty products within the last 12 months.

Qualitative Insights to the Rescue
To understand more, we invited a targeted group who identified as clean beauty
purchasers to join a Market Research Online Community (MROC) - an intensive focus
group - and engaged them in a 7-week series of activities to dive deeper and
understand the challenges and opportunities these brands face.

What Clean Beauty Brands Are Winning
With Consumers?

“I absolutely love
Beautycounter. I was
introduced to their line
many years ago. I tried
their sugar lip scrub and
peppermint lip balm and
fell in love. I highly
recommend their products
for facial care.”

“My favorite clean
beauty product is Prima
face cream. It has a
natural and pleasant
scent and feels amazing
on my skin. I love that
they have natural
ingredients and are
cruelty-free!”

“Biossance is my
favorite clean product
so far. Squalane
Vitamin C Rose Oil
moisturizes my skin and
leaves it vibrant.”

Valerrie S., California

LaKeisha J., Tennessee

Aliza R., Virginia

CHALLENGE #1

Convince the Clean Beauty Skeptic &
Convert Traditional Beauty Consumers
Foster Education with “Small Asks”
Many consumers describe their discovery of clean beauty as an “awakening, a
revelation,” but it starts with asking consumers to pay attention to what they’re putting
on their bodies. Asking about the adverse effects that traditional chemical-based
products can have on skin - harsh, irritating, causing acne/breakouts, dry skin.
Asking "Are you really happy with how your current products leave your skin / make your
skin feel? Don't you wish there could be a better way?" Once they’re aware of the
ingredients in the products they’re using, they’ll feel the urge to make a change.
We found that half (50%) of beauty product consumers surveyed strongly agree that they
look for fewer chemicals and more natural ingredients when purchasing beauty products.

“I made the switch because
natural skincare can also
improve the health of oily and
acne-prone skin. Many traditional
skincare products marketed as
an “acne cure” contain sulfates
and other harsh chemicals that
strip the skin of its natural oils. I
started using skincare products
to improve the look and feel of
my own skin.”

“When I first started using
makeup and beauty products I
didn't really think about what
brand I was using or what the
ingredients were. Enter my
revelation that so many
companies care about what
they are putting into their
products and my much happier
skin as a result.”

Jessica B, South Carolina

Whitney O., Florida

Emphasize Value and “Use Less but Get More”
Clean Beauty is about simplicity with fewer ingredients and processes. It's a change in
mindset that makes the cost per individual product more palatable. Dispense with the
excess. Quality processes (sustainable, etc.) as well as ingredients can help to justify the
higher price. You're paying more but it's worth it for what you're getting.
VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

“There is a general
expectation that clean
beauty products may
be less effective, less
luxurious, not last as
long. Proof that natural
products works as well
as traditional will win
people over.”

“I love Farmacy Honey Halo
Ceramide Face Moisturizer
Cream. It’s Exceptional. I love the
light honey fragrance. A little
goes a long way and it absorbs
quickly. I also love that it comes
in a glass container and has a
little metal spatula to avoid
contaminants in your moisturizer.
This is a phenomenal moisturizer
for the price point. I highly, highly
recommend.”
Christine L, Minnesota

Focus on Transitional Life Moments
Good opportunities to convert users are around transitional life moments when
consumers are looking to get healthier, such as becoming pregnant, quitting smoking, or
starting the new year. Other timely events include when harmful ingredients are
prominent in national conversations and media.

“At my age, I have embraced the
natural side of aging. Going for
less is better. The trade has been
that I do not have to buy a lot to
get the benefits I want or need. I
prefer my products to be
vegan/cruelty-free, good value,
sustainably sourced. I also try to
use products that you can either
recycle the packaging or
compost.”

“I started using clean/natural
beauty products when I was
pregnant with my daughter. I
didn’t want to expose her to any
harmful chemicals. Clean/natural
beauty has remained part of my
routine ever since.”
Christine L., Minnesota

Alice M., Nevada

Highlight Self-Love & Self-Expression
From the user’s perception, clean beauty is
contrasted with traditional beauty in that it is not
adding or covering up but merely enhancing the
natural beauty they already have and allowing it to
shine. In this way, clean beauty is a personal
expression – consumers are “free to be me."

Mainstream Brands Will Need to
Prove Themselves
Although bigger brands are expected to join the fray sooner or later,
they will have an uphill battle convincing consumers their clean
beauty credentials are genuine. Consumers will be suspicious.
In our study, 73% of beauty product consumers indicated they at
least often read labels on beauty products prior to purchase.
Badges and third-party credentials can certainly help, but
transparency, clear and distinct labels, and visibility into the
production processes will be essential.
VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

“Consumers are looking for
a commitment to quality
over profits. Generally, clean
beauty is not expected from
a large conglomerate. Large
traditional beauty brands
will need to put in extra work
to establish their credibility.
Rely on consumers
providing authentic brand
advocacy to help allay
these suspicions."

“When I try to purchase
clean/natural products, I make
sure to check the ingredients list,
not just the front label. Claims on
the front do not always match
what is printed on the back and
included in the product's
ingredients.”

Whitney O., Florida

CHALLENGE #2

Break Through a Competitive Landscape
& Build Trust with Consumers
Make Sure Your Product Offers a Sensorial Experience
Consumers confirm that beauty is, first and foremost, a sensorial experience. Glass
packaging sends a "transparency" message to consumers. Nature-inspired color
palettes is another sensory attribute to reinforce the messaging. The sensory experience
provides pleasure and reinforces your clean beauty credibility.

VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

"Consumers in our study
talked about “luxurious”,
“light”, “pleasant”, “delicious”
scents. This is one area
where clean beauty
credentials can be
reinforced, with certain
scents that convey they
are natural. Their favorite
products make their skin
feel “hydrated”, “silky”,
“radiant”, “soothed”,
“glowing”, and “fresh”."

“Melting Body Butter by
Beautycounter is everything
dreamy and then some! It leaves
your skin hydrated, silky, and
super fresh. Plus the ingredients
are all good for you...my favorite
natural beauty product!”

Jessica B., South Carolina

Pick One Core Value Message for Your Brand Identity
Identify a centerpiece of your brand’s identity rather than dilute it with multiple values.
For example, if your brand stands with animal lovers, anchor value in your messaging
efforts. Other options might include sustainable product sourcing, locally sourced
ingredients, ethical work practices, minimal processing, etc.

“The first and main thing I look
for in a clean/natural beauty
product is that it's cruelty-free.
The products that stand out
really focus on one aspect of
their nature, like Too Faced,
which really focuses on love for
animals”

“The companies that care about
their products and care about
their customers also seem to care
a great deal about the world we
live in and take from, so it really
all goes hand in hand!”
Whitney O., Florida

Aliza R., Virginia

Rely Heavily on Authentic Consumer Recommendations
Consumers frequently cite friend or family recommendations and reading product
reviews as the moment that inspired them to switch over to clean beauty. Consumer
vouching for your brand will go a long way to establishing trust.
Our study asked consumers where
they discovered new product and
beauty brands and found word-ofmouth advocacy to be the top source
among channels.

Social Media
(77%)
Family/Friends
(74%)
Product Samples
(66%)
Browsing In-store
(66%)
Online Reviews
(63%)

VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

"Other consumers are
looking for guidance on
their clean beauty journey
– recommendations from
friends/family, influencers,
and product reviews.
What’s most important is
that the reviews are
authentic as well as
informative. Real photos &
demonstration that the
products are working well
for others.”

"I seek advice from friends and
figure out companies actually
care about quality."
Brian L., New Jersey

"I tend to buy brands that I know
about or that are proven or
recommended."
Stefanie S., Nevada

Foster Community Connection and Mission
Purchasing clean beauty brands connects consumers to other like-minded people. A good
portion of clean beauty users are passionate about animal rights and/or sustainability as
well as an education mission of helping people to take better care of their bodies. This
naturally lends itself to a greater Mission and sense of community.
VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

"Consumers found their
own clean beauty
discovery to be such a
revelatory experience
that they will naturally
want to share with
others by helping to
educate and promote
beauty products with
clean/natural
ingredients."

"I am trying to take better care of
my skin now that I am getting
older, but have not been able to
find a good starting point, but
hopefully discussing things more
with others like myself will help!"
Whitney O., Florida

CHALLENGE #3

Prepare for the Future and Secure Loyalty Now
As Clean Beauty Becomes Ubiquitous, the
Winners Will Offer Traditional Familiarity
As clean beauty becomes more prevalent
in the market, consumers will anticipate a
greater variety of choices and expect to
see lower-cost items as well as some of
the features they miss from traditional
beauty products, such as a wide variety of
scents. The continually shifting landscape
is a reason why maintaining a community
of your consumers you can take the pulse
of will be so important.

“I hope the future of clean
beauty includes a wider range of
products and manufacturers,
with a lower price point. I would
love more traditional scents,
fruity, mild scents, or even
unscented products.”
Wendy L., Pennsylvania

Push the Boundaries of Beauty Product Freshness
Consumers expect to see more innovative natural ingredient combinations to yield
effective beauty results. Products that need to be refrigerated to maintain their
freshness, locally sourced ingredients, minimal processing that maintains ingredients'
pristine natural state.

“I see all products giving in to
demands to produce more natural
products with more innovative
ingredient combinations that do
better than conventional products.
I would expect products that
automatically refresh themselves.
Self-renewing moisturizers that
work with the body's natural
processes so that you don't have
to apply them as often.

“I would like more clean
[products] where there are fewer
ingredients. Even if it means
having to refrigerate the item to
keep it fresh. It would be nice to
see fungi-based products. Kelp is
another great product as a clean
beauty ingredient. I still think we
have a ways to go.”
Alice M., Nevada

Greg L., Pennslyvania

Continued Mission-Based
Practices
Consumers' expectations for Clean Beauty
will increase over time, expecting brands to
do more for animals, the planet, their
employees, and their customers. Having a
mission-based community empowers
brands to deploy and promote tactics such
as donations to animal conservation with
every purchase, more sustainable practices
and much more.

"By using inspiration from the
natural world you can promote what
you are trying to preserve by using
clean beauty. And it would be even
better if a portion of money would
be donated to the conservation of
animals with each purchase.”
Andrea N., Texas

Build Emotional Loyalty Through Community Powered Marketing
Like many challenger brands in a crowded market, much of the momentum and
longevity will be driven by the passionate consumer base who feel emotionally
connected to the brand. Transparency and education are necessitates to continuous
two-way dialogue.
VESTA'S VP OF INSIGHTS SAYS:

"Consumers will have their guard up and will be
suspicious of whatever bigger brands are trying to sell
them. Authentic peer-to-peer recommendations are
the best way to address this suspicion upfront; have
other consumers do the talking for you in terms of
extolling the virtues of your new clean beauty line."

With 10+ years of experience in helping brand find and keep their best
consumers through online brand communities, Vesta' team of Insight Experts
and Community Strategists delivers relevant research to help marketers
build, manage, and grow the most successful communities possible.
This MROC study was conducted over the course of seven weeks from
October 18 - December 6, 2021 with 60 participants. A qualification survey
was conducted from October 5 - November 29, 2021.
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